Rotageek from O2

Solve complex scheduling
issues with a simple digital tool
Still suffering the pains of paper rotas and high-maintenance spreadsheets?
Time for a fresh start. Rotageek’s easy-to-use scheduling software removes
admin headaches, giving managers a better way to organise and share
work shifts online – anytime, anywhere.

65% of retailers

say it’s crucial to get the right
people with the right skillsets
working at the right time*.

5 ways to make sure
work really works
Digital disruption is reshaping the way we all work. Rotageek’s smart
scheduling software is part of the revolution and is built to overcome
traditional scheduling pains.

Scheduling

Adjustments

Self-service

How do you get the
right people working
at the right time?

How do you fill gaps in
your rota – without the
usual fuss?

How do you make sure
it’s okay when life gets
in the way?

Plan efficiently and
effectively by creating
and deploying rotas.
And get instant access to
essential info like budgets,
footfall forecasts and
contractual agreements
on staff hours.

Make adjustments like
last-minute sick leave
online anytime, anywhere.
And let staff register
interest in scheduling
gaps as soon as they
come up, so you can
sort them just as fast.

Make it easy for staff
to check and swap shifts
when they need to.
Directly from web or
mobile apps, at a time
and place to suit them
– without taking up
valuable managerial time.

Reporting

Payments

How do you monitor staff
movements without
clock-watching?

How do you record staff
hours and ensure
accurate payments?

Use a range of clock-in/clock-out
solutions to suit your needs. From
in-app mobile check-ins to facial
recognition on tablet interfaces
or PIN logins. Check time &
attendance features at a glance
and stay in control of your rotas.

Export time & attendance records
to a host of payroll solutions,
so you can be sure of accurate
payments to your staff – even
when rotas are changing regularly.

Making big brands
even better
Growing rapidly from start-up to proven scheduling solution, Rotageek
has helped a host of leading brands achieve more than ever, every day
– including O2.

£2.5m savings
in 1 year through better store scheduling

Rotageek are true market leaders, with:
48hr fastest deployment
>10x ROI
96% employee satisfaction

Why buy Rotageek through O2?
As a proud reseller and happy customer of Rotageek scheduling software,
O2 knows first-hand what users need to get the most from their solution.

O2 Wifi

Smart Steps

Devices

As a digital scheduling
solution, Rotageek
depends on a flexible,
reliable and secure
network connection to
work to its full potential.

Gain more detailed
insight by using
anonymised data from
25m+ O2 customers
to match supply with
realistic demand.

We’ll help you choose
the right devices for
your business and get
you set up, so you and
your people can use
Rotageek in the office
or on-the-go.

Want to know more?
Get in touch with your Account Manager now or call us on 01235 433507
to discuss how Rotageek could help you make more of every day.
Or visit o2.co.uk/enterprise
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